Photos of robbery suspects released

Observer Staff Report
The suspects involved in a weekend robbery on Notre Dame's campus this weekend are still at large, and police are asking anyone with information to contact them immediately. The University released three photos Monday evening. The robbery took place at about 2 a.m. Saturday between the Morris Inn and Holy Cross Drive.
NDSP emailed students Saturday afternoon to alert them of the crime. According to the email, three men in a silver sedan approached a male Notre Dame student on campus, demanded the student get in the car, took the student to an off-campus location to withdraw cash and

see ROBBERY PAGE 4

ND honors American veterans on campus

By RACHEL O'GRADY
News Writer
The Notre Dame men's lacrosse team will host a special functional fitness workout with veterans in honor of Veterans Day tonight at the Loftus Sports Center.

“ND and the ND MBA veterans are hosting an athletic event to bring together veterans and students,” junior lacrosse player Chris Carter said. “We're

see LACROSSE PAGE 5

Poet calls for redefinition of gender stereotypes

By EMMA BORNE
News Writer
Andrés Gómez in the Carey Auditorium on Monday. Gómez, an award-winning poet, actor and writer, shared his confrontation with society's rules of manhood through personal story and poetry.

According to his website, "Gómez urges men of all ages to break society's rules of male conformity and reconsider not just what it means to be a man, but what it means to be a good man.”

see GENDER PAGE 4

SMC hosts dinner for Title I school

By EMILIE KEFALAS
News Writer
More than 50 Saint Mary's students from four different residence halls will participate in a community dinner Wednesday in Rice Commons of the Student Center to benefit local

see DINNER PAGE 5

SMC Hosts Annual Food Week
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see ROTC PAGE 5
QUESTION OF THE DAY:
What is something you couldn’t live without?

Amanda Berusch
junior
McGlinon Hall
Sarcasm.

Cate Pharris
sophomore
Ryan Hall
“Netflix.”

Catherine Young
sophomore
Ryan Hall
“FJ’s.”

Dearbhaí Feargáis
sophomore
Ryan Hall
“My mattress topper.”

Kelsey Lyons
junior
Lyons Hall
“Gilmore Girls.”

Margaux Collins
sophomore
Ryan Hall
“Chipotle.”

Today's Events:
- **Monday**
  - "Grand Illusion" Film Discussion in Snite Museum of Art, 6 p.m.
  - "FJ’s." Bookstore Event, 6-9 p.m.
- **Tuesday**
  - Snite Salon Series: "Four Books for Christmas," 5 p.m.
  - "Kesey's" Bookstore Event, 5-8 p.m.
- **Wednesday**
  - SSLP Info Session in Geddes Hall, 6-7 p.m.
  - "Parkland: The Fight for Our Future" Bookstore Event, 6-9 p.m.
- **Thursday**
  - Faith and St. Joseph Retreat, 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
  - "Pep Rally" for Notre Dame football, 4:30-5 p.m.
- **Friday**
  - "The Next Five Days:" Event, 2-4 p.m.

Corrections:
The Observer regards itself as a professional publication and strives for the highest standards of journalism at all times. We do, however, recognize that we will make mistakes. If we have made a mistake, please contact us at (574) 631-4541 so we can correct our error.
Saint Mary’s Food Week encourages healthy eating

By MARTHA REILLY
News Writer

In preparation for Thanksgiving feasts, Saint Mary’s began its annual Food Week yesterday, however, encouraging students to learn healthy eating habits and prioritize nutrition.

Sophomore Mary Kate Luft said Food Week, which started in 2012, teaches students the implications of wasting food and emphasizes the value of eating right and working out.

“We may have an abundance of food here, which may cause us to be under the impression that there is an unlimited supply of food, but we need to realize that this is not the case for many people,” Luft said. “I hope that students will realize just how much food they are throwing away. I want them to become aware of how much food they put on their trays, and I want them to learn to limit this amount just to what they are going to actually eat.”

Luft said she hopes students’ concerns about excess food waste will increase after weighing their trays during the Noble Family Dining Hall’s lunch hours Wednesday.

“I often see plates full of food on the tray return that will just be thrown away,” Luft said. “If you’re not actually going to eat something, don’t put it on your tray.”

Luft said this year’s Food Week promotes multiculturalism by serving Middle Eastern cuisine as well as Central and South American dishes on various nights of the week. Luft said she hopes that exposing students to foods they don’t often encounter will encourage them to step outside of their comfort zones.

“We hope to possibly increase students’ understanding and appreciation of other cultures and the people of those cultures,” Luft said. “We also hope to regularly serve these foods even after Food Week ends to continue to give students opportunities to try foods from other cultures.”

Luft said students will gain a lifestyle advice through Food Week with an Exercise and Healthy Habits presentation tonight at 8 p.m. at the Angela Athletic Facility. The formal tips for healthy eating and working out preceded a screening of the documentary “Fed Up,” with a supplementary question-and-answer session with dietitian Samantha Kauffman, she said.

“Food Week promotes a healthy lifestyle by providing students with events that focus on health and nutrition, such as the event with Yoga Club that focuses on how to properly nourish your body before and after working out,” Luft said. “Students will have the opportunity to learn more about how to eat healthily and make sure they are getting proper nutrition.

Luft said she hopes the messages of Food Week will stick with students long after this five-day event. The Saint Mary’s Student Government Association coordinated this week’s series of activities with all students in mind, hoping that everyone benefits in at least one way, she said.

“Besides having a ton of fun, students will be able to learn about healthy eating habits, sustainable and ethical food sources, and foods from other cultures,” Luft said. “They will have the opportunity to voice their opinions about food served at Saint Mary’s.”

Contact Martha Reilly at mreilly01@saintmarys.edu

Journalist calls for alternative to forced migration

By JEREMY CAPPELLO LEE
News Writer

Photographer and journalist David Bacon explored the relationship between employment rates and migration in a lecture Monday titled “The Right to Stay Home: Justice for Migrants and Sending Communities.”

Bacon said many cases of migration from Mexico to the United States can be attributed to filthiness and limited educational opportunities south of the border.

“One of the most important movements in Mexico today is for the right to stay home, which means the right to an alternative to forced migration,” Bacon said. “It’s not that people think there’s something wrong with migration ... but they think it should be a choice, not something forced on you.”

The recent economic downturn drove an influx of Mexican workers north in search of a better quality of life, Bacon said.

“Mexico suffered when the U.S. economy took a dive,” he said. “When the current recession started in the United States ... hundreds of thousands of people in Mexico lost their jobs. So where do they go?”

Bacon said workers must consider migrating to the United States when they lack other viable options.

“Workers in Mexico are fighting for their right to stay in Mexico,” Bacon said. “The consequence of losing those fights is that people have to do whatever it takes to survive — increasingly, what that means is to leave their home country.”

Bacon said the disproportionate high cost of living in certain areas in Mexico is another incentive of Mexican migration to the United States.

“The cost of a gallon of milk in a supermarket in Tijuana is more than it is in San Diego,” Bacon said. “Workers live in homes that are made from pallets and other materials that are cast off by the factories ... with no sewers or running water ... or electricity.”

Bacon said without documentation, migrants face numerous obstacles once they decide to work in the United States.

“Here in the United States, people without papers pay taxes and social security, but there’s no unemployment, there’s no disability, there’s no retirement,” he said. “If you don’t have any papers, it’s like the New Deal never happened.”

Bacon said Congress should take a more accommodating stance towards undocumented migrants instead of passing harsher laws.

“When people have rights, people will organize and try and get something better,” he said. “First of all, we need legalization for the people that don’t have it ... a kind of a status so that people can live like normal people. We have to get rid of those detention centers ... and I guess no more guest-worker programs.”

Bacon said given the proximity of the U.S. and Mexico, collaboration is necessary to improve worker conditions in both countries.

“The reality is, whether we live in Mexico or the U.S., we’re facing the same economic and trade policies and even the same employers,” he said. “So our ability to reach across the border and understand each other, and ... act together — this is the only way we will be able to survive.”

Despite the hardships that many undocumented migrants face, Bacon said he is hopeful that cross-national reform will improve the situation.

“We can have a world, I believe, that respects human rights, and we can stop deportations,” he said. “We can have a system of security for working families on both sides of the border.”

Contact Jeremy Cappello Lee at jcappello@nd.edu
Gender
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awareness of society’s rules of masculinity came when he was told to “man up” by his soccer coach after falling during a game.

“If I’m running full speed in front of 200 people, I do a tooth plant in the middle of the field — it’s miraculous that I didn’t lose all of my top and bottom teeth — if I can’t cry there, when am I allowed to express any emotion?” Gómez said.

Gómez said he was sensitive as a child but strove to fit the mold of a masculine man after interpreting hints from those around him that valued men most when they acted hard and tough. He said the image was hard to keep up because it denied his natural self.

“If you ever try to act like someone you’re not, it’s like the worst feeling in the world,” Gómez said. “It’s exhausting. I was conflicted, I was in anguish, I was hurting. ... I was screaming for a reprieve from this person I had built myself into.”

Gómez said there were two major turning points in his life that redefined masculinity for him. He said the first came in high school during an open mic night for poetry where he learned about the idea of a gender spectrum — a concept that transcended the traditionally perceived dichotomy of gender.

Gómez said the second crystallized moment of redefinition occurred when he accidently bumped into another man as he exited a nightclub. The man initially incited a fight, but after tears welled in Gómez’s eyes, the man jumped away, Gómez said.

“What makes us live in a world where the narrative, the dominant narrative of masculinity, the one-dimension, toxic, patriarchal narrative of masculinity that so many of us ... are familiar with in some way ... when two men who don’t know each other [have] their bodies unexpectedly bump against each other, we all know that the next thing they have to do is to fight, and it’s over nothing,” Gómez said.

Gómez said that day he made a decision to spend the rest of his life challenging that toxic notion of masculinity.

“I started to practice breaking the conformity of how I learned to be a guy,” Gómez said. “It was action and it was written; it was rethinking the way I thought about relationships with women, with my other guy friends, with my family.”

To communicate his point, Gómez also performed several poems about masculinity, women and beauty.

Contact Emma Borne at eborne@nd.edu

Robbery
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robbed the student. “One of the men got out of the vehicle and instructed the student to come with them,” the email stated.

“They demanded money and took the student to a gas station and a grocery store so he could get cash for them. They then brought the student back to campus.”

According to the email, the student did not see any of the men carrying a gun, but it was implied they were armed.

“The suspects were described as three black males wearing dark clothing,” the email stated. “They had no facial hair or visible marks or tattoos. One of the men had dreadlocks. One of the men was about six feet tall, medium build. All three appeared to be between 20-23 years old.”

NDSP can be reached at 574-631-5555.

This photo was released by the Notre Dame Security Police on Monday, showing a suspect in Saturday’s robbery of a student.

Gender continued from page 1

2014 NOTRE DAME Mobile Conference

McKenna Hall

Wednesday, Nov. 12th
Thursday, Nov. 13th

12:00 p.m.—6:30 p.m.
8:30 a.m.—1:00 p.m.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Kyle Dickson, Director of the AT&T Learning Studio and associate professor of English at Abilene Christian University.

MOBILE DATA COLLECTION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Using mobile in the field to advance our world.

FREE LUNCH AND RECEPTION
Registration required.

FACULTY AND STUDENT PANELS
Discussions on the intersection of mobile technology and how we learn and educate.

“WHAT’S ON YOUR HOME SCREEN?”
Learn what apps ND students, staff and faculty are loving and using every day.

“MODERN MOBILE SECURITY”
Keeping what’s important secure on your device.

Go to mobile.nd.edu to register.

The Mobile Conference brings together leaders in mobile development and members of the campus community to discuss and discover ways the mobile revolution can help advance the University’s mission.

Please recycle The Observer.

hashtag: #mobileND

facebook.com/ndmobileconference

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
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excited to have the opportunity to not only honor and support those who have served our country but also to spend time with the veterans and learn about their experiences.

Each lacrosse player will pair up with a veteran volunteer to complete a workout, based in repetitions of 11 to 13 to represent the history tied with the date of the World War I Armistice on Nov. 11.

The workouts will help raise both money and awareness for veterans nationwide.

“Coach Corrigan has always emphasized service on our team, so this is another way for our team to be active in the community,” sophomore lacrosse player Shane Doss said. “As of last week, our event had the second-most participants signed up in the country, so using our team and position at the school is a great way for us to get more people involved and raise awareness for the event.”

Carter said the event serves as a tool to help people remember and honor Veterans Day in a meaningful way in addition to providing a platform for veterans and community members to connect throughout the day.

“The active portion of the event will definitely be a great way for our team to connect with the veterans and vice versa,” Carter said.

The classic military exercises workout, featuring varying repetitions of sprints, air-squats, box jumps, push-ups and more, also includes a two-minute section for rest and reflection, symbolic of the moment of silence observed at the tomb of the unknowns.

Andr Dytrych, an MBA candidate at the Mendezza College of Business, the lacrosse team mentor and an U.S. Army veteran himself, was largely responsible for planning this event.

“This event is significant because it not only shows the dedication that the Notre Dame men’s lacrosse team has in serving its community and remembering veterans, but the strong bonds that the University of Notre Dame has with the military community, both past and present,” Dytrych said in a statement. “We, as a veteran community, are honored to be recognized by the Notre Dame men’s lacrosse team and thank them for all they do for our nation’s veterans.”

Notre Dame head lacrosse coach Kevin Corrigan said the team is looking forward to an important evening honoring those who served.

“We are excited to partner with the MBA and ROTC units and other groups to further this cause that we’re free to express and celebrate freedom,” Corrigan said in a statement. “It should be a fun and challenging evening.”

Contact Rachel O’Grady at rogryan@nd.edu

Dinner
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Bauters and writing letters to soldiers in the Middle East.

“Similar to last year, there was one dinner (in each residence hall),” Maierhofer said. “This year, we’re just combin- ing the two, which fits into the previous four. It’s meant to bring together different people from different halls, and we’re just going to have a little discussion about our gifts, what stood out for you in the talk, in the talk that resno- nothing more than that, but you’re interested in and desires, what are some of your gifts and passions.”

Maierhofer said each din- ner table had a school regent, two students, and a mentor facilitator to encourage further conversation and will work together to wrap books and write letters for each stu- dent in an effort to encourage reading and the importance of education.

“People will have a whole bunch of middle school books,” she said. “We’re going to write to the students and then they’re going to write back to us. It’s going to be great.”

Although each hall did a different project last year, the mentors try to unite the College community in through this new approach, Maierhofer said.

Each of the [ministry as- sistants] have a role,” she said. “I’m personally introducing the activities. I talk about Title 1 schools.”

Maierhofer said Title 1 schools are given additional federal financial assistance because a large portion of the student body is from low-income families. The schools provide students with supplementary educational programs such as tutoring and mentoring as well as free snacks and meals, she said.

At Notre Dame, you may serve certain types of students such as students with low English-speaking proficiency, home- less students, students with disabilities and at-risk students,” Maierhofer said. “The funds for Title I schools go directly to helping the needs of the student population.”

She said there are 12 Title I Elementary Schools in South Bend and one Title I middle school.

“We’re just working with Navare Intermediate,” Maierhofer said. “We’re secur- ing this through the (Office for Civil and Social Engagement). They gave us the ages and the students. Then, we went and bought books for each student.”

“We’re focusing on how we can use our gifts and passions and gifts with the Title I schools. We’re applying what we’re talking about. Unless you’re really involved with ed- ucation or unless you attended a Title I school, you really don’t know anything about Title I schools.”

Maierhofer said the other ministry assistants’ main goal for the dinner is to educate the Saint Mary’s student body on the world beyond campus, is to provide a channel in which they can become involved once they leave that bubble.

“Just to educate our student body, our Saint Mary’s community, on what’s available in the Saint Mary’s bubble on how we can serve them,” she said. “We’re always going to have Title I schools around Notre Dame.”

Maierhofer said the opportu- nity to educate, a passion her math major for secondary education and her education that the biggest personal reward she gains for organizing and con- tributing to this dinner.

“It makes me feel good, do- ing this stuff,” Maierhofer said. “I just want to educate the community and get more people involved and encouraging others. It’s a whole circle with actually teaching in the class- room then bringing that out to the community.”

Maierhofer is a ministry assistant and teach- ing my friends and having that compassion to not judge those students.

“You can’t really ever judge. You have to go in with an open heart.”

Contact Emile Kefalas at ekefal@ saintmarys.edu

ROTC
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and will last until 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday.

“To honor the legacy of all those who have served in those wars, especially the Notre Dame grads, we stand a vigil shift for 24 hours,” she said.” After the conclusion of our vigil, we will have a ceremony to present to good causes and a guest speaker—just to talk about what people have done before us and the honor and privilege of serving.”

Senior and battalion com- mander for Army ROTC Michael Loftus said the cadets and mid- shipmen take shifts throughout the 24-hour vigil with each shift having four slots, one to be filled by a member from each of the three services and one that can be filled by a member from any of the ser- vices, he said.

“We organize by half-hours,” Loftus said. “Sometimes people will take two shifts in a row or even longer, but each shift is 30 minutes long.”

Terino said the vigil takes place at the Clarke Memorial Fountain at the university’s main campus entrance.

“The Clarke Memorial Fountain is a war memorial fountain; it’s not even a fountain. It’s a war memorial fountain dedicated to veterans.”

Terino said in the past three years varied depending on what shift she took.

“When you’re doing it in the afternoon or during the day, a lot of people come by and take pictures,” she said. “So you’re thinking about what it means for other people that you’re serving. When you’re doing it at night and it’s dark and peaceful and there’s re- ally no one around, you are sort of reflecting on why you’re doing it. You’re thinking of the stories you’ve heard about the people who have done it before you.”

“So the time of day really dic- tates your mood.”

Loftus said he has always taken shifts in the middle of the night. “It’s a mix of being a little tired, a little bit of reflection, if you are prone to do- ing so,” he said. “Most people like it and think it’s a cool experi- ence, even when it’s snowing or raining.”

Terino said participating in the vigil on Veterans Day enables her to commend her family members’ military service, as well as oth- ers who have made sacrifices for freedom.

“My father, grandfather and uncle are all Army; my grand- father did two tours in Vietnam,” she said. “Every year it’s an incredible opportunity, es- pecially standing here on Notre Dame and taking history classes. I went to the World War II museum over fall break, and [heard] the stories of people and what they’ve gone through, and situations that I can’t even fathom. It’s an incredible opportunity to take the time out of our busy schedules, and to really think about why we have the freedom to be this busy, to remember what others have gone through for that.”

“We are here at school, and I feel like we always get wrapped up in our schedules, so it’s always nice to take the time to honor the people who have served and allowed us this freedom to do what we do.”

Terino said the vigil provides the support she looks forward to gaining when she joins the Navy.

“Any time you put the uniform on, you are representing every- body in Navy and what they are doing,” she said. “A lot of people will start thanking you for your service, which as ROTC students is hard to work and feel heads around because we haven’t felt like we’ve done a whole lot yet, but it’s in- spiriting to get that kind of support and to know that two or three years down the road, when we are giving that service, when we are on ships or deployed, that there are people back at home who recognize that we are sacrific- ing time with our family or other things to have that opportunity to serve our country.”

The participation in the vigil commemorates the service of his grandfather as well as the service of his friends from the Notre Dame ROTC program and from his home.

“One of my grandfather’s, I never met,” Loftus said. “He died before I was born, so it’s nice to be honoring him and there are guys who were fellow cadets a couple years ago, who are now deployed or overseas.”

Meadow Jackson, sophomore and ROTC midshipman, said the vigil is a unique opportunity to honor those who have served.

“Standing vigil in front of the war memorial reminds why I came to Notre Dame,” she said. “I’m involved with Army ROTC and my family and friends. My father is a veteran, so today is a special day for me.”

And after passing through Veteran’s Day commemorates soldiers past, it transcends American generations.

“Standing on campus while carrying on a tradition in another way more important than one individual,” Jackson said. “We do this for generations past as well as the future because we will be the sacrifices made by so many that we could be free.”

Contact Caroline Owens at cowers@nd.edu
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Guilty pleasures

Alex Carson
Sports Writer

When I look back at my first week at Notre Dame, some 15 months ago now, a few memories stand out. Like everyone, I have great memories of serenading and Dormerfest during Frosh-O and like any O’Neill guy, I will always remember my late-night, first-week interviews. And, of course, it’s impossible to forget the 3:30 a.m. Grotto visit I made with my roommate that I barely knew on a balmy August night.

Perhaps, though, the memory that stands out most is being asked a seemingly simple question during the “getting to know you” part of the week: “What is your guilty pleasure?”

I was in the middle of the room so I had some time to ponder my answer. I knew I wanted to be thoughtful, more than a joke, but something that would immediately weird out the people I would be intrinsically linked to for life. After a few moments, it came to me: Musicals.

I consider myself to be a fan of a good musical – it’s fun, the tunes are catchy and I’ll always have a soft spot for telling a story through songs.

One of my favorite movies? “Moulin Rouge!” It’s so perfect. I could go into detail about how awesome it is but I have a limit on words here.

But then I realized that I have absolutely no “guilt” at all about liking musicals and “Moulin Rouge!” — I was simply substituting something that isn’t masculine for “guilty” and I couldn’t care less because it happened to be a more convenient definition. Is that wrong of me? I’m not sure.

But what does it say about our society if it is so convenient to make this change, so convenient to draw a comparison between something we feel “guilty” about and simply something that we are not expected to enjoy?

So let’s go back to the question that spurred this whole train of thought. What are my “guilty” pleasures?

Well, to start, musicals and “Moulin Rouge!”

But we’ve talked about those. How about my love of Cher Lloyd’s music? Or how I, from time to time, listen to Radio Disney when I’m home in Indianapolis. Perhaps I could talk about my love of those daytime television programs — you know, “Maury” and “Jerry Springer” — because from time to time, it’s nice to be reassured that, yeah, you generally have things together.

These are all things that are a part of who I am — and to tell you the truth, I’m not feeling guilty in the slightest about enjoying any of these things.

Shouldn’t a “guilty” pleasure be more than liking certain music or television shows? Let’s stop hiding those things that are really inconsequential, the things that make up who we are.

Contact Alex Carson at acarson1@nd.edu

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Lessons from ‘Into the Woods’

Erin Thomassen
The Examined Life

This past Saturday at 4 p.m., I was not watching the football game. I was watching PennCo’s “Into the Woods.”

This might cause die-hard Fighting Irish fans to cry out in horror, but for me, plays on the stage come before plays on the field. That was a sneaky way to confess that I am a theater nerd.

I used to be embarrassed when I confused halftime with intermission and the audience with the fans, but I learned to embrace my lack of cool. I no longer ask: is my theatrical showing? I know it is, and I will probably lose cool points because of it.

A question I normally have to ask myself is: are they called cool points, or cool goals or cool touchdowns?

“Neither,” a sporty Jiminy Cricket replies. He tends to spontaneously appear on my shoulder to correct me when I’m wrong. “They’re called cool buckets,” he replies, smug as a cricket can be. If you don’t think a cricket can be smug, Jiminy over here will make you think again. He’s the picture of self-satisfaction, a cocky captain of the cricket team.

Anyways, as I was sitting in the theatre and wishing sporty Jiminy Cricket would chirp on someone else’s shoulder. I didn’t regret my choice to pick the show over the game one bit. As a recent transfer to the College of Engineering, I missed the arts, and this musical was like a thick slice of culturally rich cheesecake. I devoured every bit.

During the play, two unlikely characters drew me in: Cinderella’s Prince and the Witch. These characters are probably the least “likable” characters in the play. The witch is, well, a witch, and the prince, in the words of Jane Austen, a cheating and egocentric tool.

What was wrong with me for liking these characters? Hmmm, I thought to myself. Hmmm, I hummed out loud. Shhh, the lady in front of me hissed. I listened.

Then I reflected. Why did I feel a tie to the witch? She had captured my attention since she rapped about beans, but some of her lines in the last act really hit home (a home run — omygosh, a sports reference). She wanted to deliver Jack to the giant (TBT to Jack and the Beanstalk) so the giant could eat him and spare the rest of the town.

The other characters stood there and didn’t know what to do. They knew they didn’t want to sacrifice Jack, but they didn’t have another plan.

The Witch was not afraid to act or take the blame of giving Jack to the Giant. She says to the “good” characters who try half-heartedly to stop her: “You’re not good, you’re not bad, you’re just nice,” implying that they liked to act nice, while deep down, they were struggling with whether or not they should let the witch give Jack to the Giant to save themselves.

She continues with, “I’m not good, I’m not bad, I’m just right. I’m the witch; you’re the world.” She recognizes that doing what would bring the greatest happiness to the greatest people (Mill Utilitarianism, yay!) will make her seem evil, but she doesn’t care what others think of her. She acts selfishly, but at least she acts, while the other characters can’t manage to do anything. She’s not exactly a virtuous role model to hold on a pedestal, but there is a lot of wisdom in what she says. Sings.

Cinderella’s Prince, on the other hand, is not exactly wise, but some of his lines provide food for thought (the rich cheesecake). Funny enough, his moment of insight comes right after his brief affair (very brief: only a “moment in the woods”) with the Baker’s Wife. He cheats on Cinderella, which is morally wrong, but he makes a good point when the Baker’s Wife asks him if they will ever have a similarly “stimulating” moment in the woods again. He replies, seeming fittingly obnoxious: “This was just a moment in the woods. … Leave the moment, just be glad for the moment that we had,” implying that they would probably never revisit their one-verse stand.

The Baker’s Wife is put off at first, for she wanted to elon- gate the moment. She was worrying about what would happen in the future rather than enjoying the moment. How many times do I ruin the moment by thinking about what could happen depending on this moment in the future? When I take an exam, my mind wanders to the future implications of my score. When I take a selfie, I am focusing on communicating what I am doing right now to the oh-so-important social media world rather than enjoying where I am.

Cinderella’s Prince reminds me to take a breath instead and enjoy the moment.

Seeing “Into the Woods” helped me see into my soul. Reading this article may help you discover if there is a witch or a prince in you. That was extremely cheesy, but I can’t help it; I’ve eaten too much cheesecake.

Erin Thomassen is a sophomore studying mechanical engineering. Send her comments or questions about her san- ity at ethomass@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

EDITORIAL CARTOON

First world hardship
Seamus Ronan
Guest Columnist

Contemplating ‘Lichtgrenze’

The Cuban embargo and you

By Seamus Ronan and Billy McMahon

Seamus Ronan is a junior studying abroad in Toledo, Spain. He lives in Keenan Hall when not out of the U.S. He can be reached at seann@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

 accompaniment by my two good friends, Alex Techar and Elle Necone, I travelled to Berlin this past week-end. It was deliciously beautiful, history, and beauty of the Tiergarten would normally be enough to make the trek from Spain to Germany, we had a purpose in mind. It was the 25th anniversary of the Fall of the Berlin Wall, an event that many of our elders remember quite vividly, but was a few years before our generation’s time. That being said, the cultural significance of the Wall and its fall in 1989, and the following victory of Western ideals in the former Eastern Bloc, have not been lost on many of us.

Thanks to some careful research by Alex, we discovered that the weekend of Nov. 7-9 was going to be a giant celebration in Berlin, called the 25 Jahre Mauerfall 2014. Various dignitaries were scheduled to be a wall story, a blue box containing pictures that crisscrossed the city of Berlin. The wall separated not the capital of Germany was partly in disarray.

The past few months have seen the largest Ebola outbreak in history. Though the epidemic is largely contained to three West African countries, there has been a global medical response to fight the disease because it can spread so quickly. Take lean livestock and yet another international humanitarian crisis has been the usual suspect: Cuba.

As the recent outbreak intensified, Cuba was the first country to commit a substantial response team and remains the country with the largest, having already sent 165 of a planned 460 doctors and nurses. It’s an old role for Cuba, which took the lead in the aftermath of the 2010 Haitian earthquake and dozens of other global disasters. With tens of thousands of medical personnel deployed around the world, Cuba’s humanitarian internationalism is unparalleled, especially given its population of only 11 million people.

This is a side of Cuba that the average U.S. citizen rarely hears about. More than two decades after its Cold War with the Soviet Union ended, the United States is still locked in conflict with its last true global, political and economic adversary. The upshot of this for the average American or Cuban is that the United States has placed a nearly comprehensive embargo on the socialist island. Under the Trading with the Enemy Act and several other laws, it is illegal for U.S. citizens to do business with Cuba or even travel there without special permission. Only Cuba is classified as an enemy of the United States under this doctrine. The oft-cited reason is the Castro-controlled zone, in direct contrast and politics.” However, the United States of America

famously known as a “puppet, authoritarian rule of the Soviet union for ships broken and East Germans had been living under the puppet, authoritarian rule of the Soviet union for ships broken and East Germans had been living under
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 economies, it is the enemy of wealthy landowners and corporate interests, who tell us, “You’re in the free world—now you better not leave it!”

Billy McMahon is a senior studying Latin American history and is active in the labor movement. He welcomes all comments at wmcmahon@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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**Why Taylor Swift’s Spotify Power Move Was the Worst**

By JIMMY KEMPER

On Monday, Nov. 3, just days after the release of her new album “1989,” Taylor Swift and her label Big Machine Records pulled all of her music from Spotify and other free streaming services in what is arguably the worst move of her career.

In an interview with Yahoo! Music, Taylor Swift herself makes an interesting case for removing her songs from Spotify, claiming that she is “not willing to contribute my life’s work to an experiment that I don’t feel fairly compensates the writers, producers, artists and creators of this music. And I just don’t agree with perpetuating the perception that music has no value and should be free.”

Big Machine Records Group President and CEO Scott Borchetta also had some things to say about streaming services and their impact on fans. “We never want to embarrass a fan,” he said, in a radio interview with Moisly Cruz’s Nikki Six. “If this fan went and purchased the record, CD, iTunes, wherever and then their friends go, ‘Why did you pay for it? It’s free on Spotify,’ we’re being completely disrespectful to that superfan.”

These claims make some sense when viewed in isolation, but in the context of the current state of the music industry these arguments come off as absurd and illogical.

Striking, first of all, is Mr. Borchetta’s apparent misunderstanding of how Spotify works. Spotify allows for the unlimited streaming of songs, but not for the actual ownership of music in the same way that purchasing an album in CD, record or digital download format does. Ownership of music in the same way that purchasing an album in CD, record or digital download format does.

Unfortunately, artists like Taylor Swift are not satisfied with this revenue from Spotify, as rights holders make between $0.006 and $0.0084 per stream. While Spotify may not monetarily compensate Taylor Swift and other artists to the extent they demand, it is certainly doing its fair job, since about 70 percent of its revenue goes to rights holders, according to a report from Spotify.

Spotify does more for artists than just compensate them monetarily; however, it exposes them to an audience of 40 million and growing listeners. This is a huge opportunity that Ms. Swift is absolutely ignoring.

To an extent, the decision to remove her music from Spotify and not from other services is somewhat hypocritical. When songs hit #1 on the radio or break 100 million views on video streaming websites like Youtube, artists view this as a badge of honor.

According to a New York Times article from February of this year, a video only makes about $2000 for a million views BEFORE Youtube takes 45 percent of the cut. But when songs like “Shake it Off” are played 40 million times on Spotify, artists cry that the compensation is not just.

Taylor wrote about the future of music in the Wall Street Journal earlier this year. In that op-ed, she claims that “It’s my opinion that music should not be free, and my prediction is that individual artists and their labels will someday decide what an album’s price point is. I hope they don’t underestimate themselves or undervalue their art.”

Statements like this about the future make me think that Ms. Swift does not have a good grasp on where the music industry is right now. The ability to provide a record for free does not necessarily devalue it, as Taylor Swift would say. A number of prominent artists have released their music for free this year, including U2 (somewhat unsuccessfully) and Run the Jewels (very successfully).

By doing this, these artists are focusing more on the inherent value of the album and the potential for it to create new fans by breaking down monetary barriers and sharing their art with everyone.

While Taylor may manage to sell close to 1.3 million records in her first week and have the best first-week sales since Eminem’s 2002 album “The Eminem Show,” every one else is hurting, sales wise. “1989” is the only album from this year so far to reach platinum status, and it’s already November. By the beginning of October last year, five albums had made platinum status. iTunes sales are also down, according to the WSJ, between 13 and 14 percent since 2013.

Streaming (obviously) and record sales (surprisingly) are the only markets right now where sales are actually increasing. The resurgence of record sales can be explained by the desire for a better listening experience, while the increase in streaming sales is most likely happening because streaming is simply the most convenient way to listen to music.

No longer do listeners have to worry about whether their iPods have enough space for their songs or if the music is properly synced between all devices because streaming allows anyone to listen to music anytime, anywhere, with any device.

Taylor Swift, then, has given up the possibility of introducing herself to new legions of zealous, lifelong fans and markets who would attend her shows, buy her merchandise and support her in many other ways, in favor of short term gains in a market that has become irrelevant.

By restricting the platforms that she exposes herself to, Taylor Swift fails to embrace an opportunity for the growth of her fanbase. Streaming is the future of the music, and it’s already here. Artists like Taylor Swift should come out of the woods and embrace the potential streaming has for their art, or risk never ever getting together with new fans.

Contact Jimmy Kemper at jkemper2@nd.edu

---

**A Messy Kitchen is A Happy Kitchen**

By MIKO MALABUTE

Entropy is commonly known — and often mistakenly simplified — as a measure of disorder in a system, a lack of order and predictability. What you learn as you begin to study thermodynamics (nerd alert) is that there is value in that disorder, that when there is a lack of structure there is value.

As a measure of disorder in a system, a lack of order and predictability, entropy is commonly known — and often mistakenly explained by the desire for a better listening experience, while the increase in streaming sales is most likely happening because streaming is simply the most convenient way to listen to music.

Stating this about the future makes me think that Ms. Swift does not have a good grasp on where the music industry is right now. The ability to provide a record for free does not necessarily devalue it, as Taylor Swift would say. A number of prominent artists have released their music for free this year, including U2 (somewhat unsuccessfully) and Run the Jewels (very successfully).

By doing this, these artists are focusing more on the inherent value of the album and the potential for it to create new fans by breaking down monetary barriers and sharing their art with everyone.

While Taylor may manage to sell close to 1.3 million records in her first week and have the best first-week sales since Eminem’s 2002 album “The Eminem Show,” every one else is hurting, sales wise. “1989” is the only album from this year so far to reach platinum status, and it’s already November. By the beginning of October last year, five albums had made platinum status. iTunes sales are also down, according to the WSJ, between 13 and 14 percent since 2013.

Streaming (obviously) and record sales (surprisingly) are the only markets right now where sales are actually increasing. The resurgence of record sales can be explained by the desire for a better listening experience, while the increase in streaming sales is most likely happening because streaming is simply the most convenient way to listen to music.

No longer do listeners have to worry about whether their iPods have enough space for their songs or if the music is properly synced between all devices because streaming allows anyone to listen to music anytime, anywhere, with any device.

Taylor Swift, then, has given up the possibility of introducing herself to new legions of zealous, lifelong fans and markets who would attend her shows, buy her merchandise and support her in many other ways, in favor of short term gains in a market that has become irrelevant. By restricting the platforms that she exposes herself to, Taylor Swift fails to embrace an opportunity for the growth of her fanbase. Streaming is the future of the music, and it’s already here. Artists like Taylor Swift should come out of the woods and embrace the potential streaming has for their art, or risk never ever getting together with new fans.

Contact Jimmy Kemper at jkemper2@nd.edu
You have to be insane to want to push the envelope in art. To experiment outside the norm, to deviate from the mainstream requires at least a small devulsion on the part of the artist in order to pursue something that would be perceived by most as ridiculous, undesirable and unapproachable. Attaching yourself to a project that audiences might not receive or understand the way you want them to is scary and could make the sensitive musician hesitate to release their material, or hide themselves behind a façade to escape personal insults.

The Irish comedy-drama film “Frank” opens with the motivated but incredibly boring day-to-day of main character Jon (Domhnall Gleeson). The camera follows him from his room, to his work, to his town, while he practically forces inspiration for his songwriting dream out of everything around him, or rather, the nothing around him. His talents are laughable, and his attempts at profundity are as trite as a pop song’s chorus consisting solely of “Oohs” and “Ohs.” But when he stumbles upon an underground band in desperate need of a keyboardist for a local show, he jumps at the opportunity, hoping to immerse himself in the music he so wishes to be able to create.

Jon gets even more than he yearned for though and more than he can handle, as the leader of the band recruits him permanently after the show ends because two members quickly storm off in a fight. The leader of the band is Frank (Michael Fassbender), a man who wears a paper-mâché-looking, face-like mask at all times and only uses the name Frank. The film rapidly introduces its titular character and his band shrouded in bizarre quirk and mystery. Their band name is unpronounceable — “The Soronprfbs” — and their avant-garde sound is indiscernible — heavily influenced by musicians like Captain Beefheart. Jon, unable to penetrate their music or their odd personalities, looks in from the outside once the band moves into a cabin to craft their debut album. Still, he is enamored with Frank’s presence: the lead singer emits a strange humanity and confident assuredness, plus a certain musical genius that Jon can only dream of possessing.

The other members of “The Soronprfbs” are just as eccentric and intriguing as Frank, but much less accessible. They include a detached drummer (Carla Azar), a condescending French-speaking bassist (Francois Civil) and an aggressive synth and theremin player (Maggie Gyllenhaal). Also with them is Don (Scout McNairy), the band’s seriously flawed, yet open and inviting, manager. Jon watches their erratic behavior and assesses that creative brilliance comes from trouble and tragedy. He completely submerges himself thereafter, hoping for a spark in his own talents as a result of his insane surroundings.

As such, Jon sees Frank in part as a mentor, who is able to write a heartfelt song about the tufa in a church’s choir-ustery, and in part as a gateway to his own fame, trying to ring the ingenuity of his own. Jon’s outsider perspective provides a base for the comedy, allowing the audience to meet the band’s odd members along with him, while already knowing how much he doesn’t fit in. The film charms in its upfrontness to its material, treating the naturally absurd with a rare cuteness that deserves recognition.

Once Jon starts to descend into the madness he so welcomes, the tone shifts considerably in the film’s last third. Jon’s underlying attempts to exploit Frank for his own musical gains rise to the surface, and Frank’s issues actually can be summed up as “too real,” so to speak. However, the script plants roots for these dramatic elements in the first hour that, once noticed, maintain the film’s consistency. Besides, it handles both the comedic and dramatic so deftly that any of its time spent focusing on either, or any combination of the two, makes sense in the movie’s universe.

As Frank, Michael Fassbender gives a career-affirming performance. He commands in the role despite the limitation of not having a real face with which to act, relying on an excellent vocal and physical performance. His nuanced language establishes the role’s extraordinary visionary tendencies, but continues to suggest an off-kilter, damaged psyche. Meanwhile, Jon proves a worthy peer to his eccentric bandmates through Gleeson’s steady character progression, and he proves an especially strong counter to Gyllenhaal’s conflicted, explosive Clara, trying for control over Frank’s time and skill.

“Frank” flips the assumptions of “troubled genius” with the help of Jon’s metamorphosis over the course of the film. Jon turns out to be the most insane, forcing his way into the band and then trying to achieve control from the outside, despite the utter mundaneness he brings with him.

He expects tragedy to be the catalyst for talent, when in actuality it can be just as much a deterrent — and he only discovers this to be the case in an excellent, understated scene late in the film. To bring tragedy upon himself, the film implicitly argues, is crazy and destructive, something no one should willingly do. And, evident in the reverse fashion in which “The Soronprfbs” become popular, damage does not alone breed talent.

The New Pornographers — “Brill Bruisers”

Just look at that album cover, neon lights, layered words, pretty colors. That’s exactly what you get from The New Pornographers on their latest record “Brill Bruisers” — an impressive group of supercharged indie tunes that glow like the screen you’re reading this on when you’re watching the trippy ND commercial. With first-shaking anthems and vivid SYR ballads, “Brill Bruisers” has something for everyone. “Brill Bruisers” is something, say, Taylor Swift would be a big fan of, so you should be a big fan too.

Spoon — “They Want My Soul”

Just like every year, the people who say “rock is dead” are proved hilariously wrong. Alongside Ex Hex, Trophy Scars, Ought and many more, Spoon released a fantastic record chock-full of singalong choruses and air-guitar worthy riffs. From the 1m-super-cool but 1m-sad-too-jaunty of “Inside Out” to the awesome update of Smashing Pumpkins’ 1979 in “Do You, “They Want My Soul” has all that you need to feel at once like a teenager, a 20-something and your cool uncle. If you just listened to this record and Taylor Swift this year, you’d still be a happy camper.

Taylor Swift — “Fearless”

We didn’t review this record because it wasn’t released this year, but we know it’s no excuse. Sorry Notre Dame, we’ll try to do better next year.

Casualties of Cool — “Casualties of Cool”

Metal guitarist Devin Townsend teams up with folk singer Ché Aimee Dorval to craft a masterpiece that’s somehow blues, folk, ambient and post-rock at the same time. An exquisitely-produced and masterfully-performed record, “Casualties of Cool” is a self-titled debut that is both one of the most gorgeous and most technically impressive records of the year. A must listen for fans of Taylor Swift who listen to Radiohead and Nick Drake.

FKA Twigs — “LP1”

Imagine if Taylor Swift sang R&B songs really slowly and all of the best electronic producers twiddled knobs and pushed buttons. If you’re looking for pop anthems with the restraint and class of a night stargazing next to the lake, don’t miss FKA Twigs.

By MATT McMAHON

Scene Writer

By JOHN DARR

Scene Writer

Contact John Darr at jdarr@nd.edu
In contrast to its high-pow-
ered, frenetic spectacle of a championship in the spring, the college basketball season often begins with little fanfare.

The start of the season features many “cupcake” games for big-name programs, tournaments in locales as far-flung as Alaska and Hawaii and several teams — “I’m looking at you, Kentucky” — trying to figure out what kind of on-court chemistry they have.

Some even can argue that with the NCAA tournament now expanded to 68 teams, regular-season college basketball has become devalued — it’s now possible for teams to earn as large bids with double-digit losses. There might be some truth to that — certainly, college basketball doesn’t feature the kind of high stakes in the regular season that college football does — but that doesn’t mean there’s not great players and great games. In fact, it might just further confirmation that college basketball is even further decimated by the loss of Louisville and its heralded recruit Stanley Johnson.

Will Arizona bring the Pac-12 its first championship? Surely, the Huskies surprised many by winning the national championship as a seven-seed last season. Connecticut returns several key contributors from last season’s team, including talented guard Ryan Boatright. Unfortunately for the Huskies, their top contributor and leader down the stretch, Shabazz Napier, is now in the NBA, and their former bench player could be a bit suspect. Still, Connecticut should roll through an American Athletic Conference that is every bit as competitive by the loss of Louisville and receive a solid seed, though it remains to be seen who will stop the Huskies up to an elite level come March.

Which conference will be the toughest in the nation? Speaking of Louisville, its addition to the ACC might just make the conference the toughest in the nation. Though the ACC didn’t have a Final Four representative last season, it currently has four teams ranked in the top 10 — Duke, North Carolina, Louisville and Virginia. Throw in Syracuse and near-top 25 teams like Pittsburgh and North Carolina State, and the ACC should at the very least be a battle at the top of the standings.

Which freshmen will emerge nationally? The previously mentioned freshmen Towns and Johnson may well both be candidates for the top first-year player in the country. But it wouldn’t be fair to leave Duke’s Jabari Parker off this list. Okaro is a six-foot-10 center that has drawn comparisons to Tim Duncan and will be called upon to help out a Blue Devils team looking to replace Jordan Crawford and Rodney Hood. Okaro will likely have a fellow freshman helping him in the ball in guard Tyus Jones. And who knows which other freshmen may emerge to help contribute to making the season’s end as exciting as it’s been the last few seasons.

Contact Brian Hartnett at bhartnet@nd.edu

By MANNY DE JESUS Sports Writer

Notre Dame’s doubles pairs advanced to the quarterfinals of the ITA Indoor Championships on Friday in Flushing, New York.

The sophomore duo of Eddy Covaleski and Josh Hagar started off their tournament on a bye in the doubles main draw after winning the doubles Midwest Regional title in Ann Arbor, Michigan on Oct. 28. In the round of 16 at the Indoor Championships, the sophomore tandem defeated freshman Julian Cash and sophomore Florian Lakat from Mississippi State in straight sets 7-5, 6-3. Covaleski and Hagar’s run came to an end in the quarterfinals as they lost straight sets, 6-3, 6-2 to No. 19 senior Yannick Hanfmann and senior Roberto Quiroz of USC.

“Our players performed at a pretty high level this past weekend in New York,” Irish coach Ryan Sachire said. “Our performances against some pretty good pairs helped us make the quarterfinals of the event is significant, considering the tournament represents the best college players/ doubles teams in the country. There are clearly some aspects of the game that each individual player and each combo together must continue to improve moving forward, but we like the foundation that each of these teams have.”

No. 27-ranked duo junior Alex Lawson and senior Billy Pecor also fell in the quarterfinals, after winning in the round of 32 and the round of 16. They defeated Harvard’s No. 36 junior Denis Nguyen and sophomore Brian Yeung, 6-3, 4-6, 7-6 (7-3), in the round of 32. In the round of 16, Lawson and Pecor played another tight match against University of Southern Florida’s No. 12 junior Roberto Cid and sophomore Sasha Gouza, defeating them 7-6 (8-6), 6-2. However, the Irish duo fell to UCLA’s No. 31 sophomore Mackenzie McDonald and freshman Martin Redlicki in straight sets, 7-5, 6-4.

“I don’t know that there was a great difference between how each of these teams played compared without the concern of how they will hold up in competition. Our goal for the months of November and December is very clear, and that is to be the single most improved team in the country once we start competing again in January.”

Contact Manny De Jesus at mdejesus@nd.edu

By EUGENE STARK Sports Correspondent

SDiego — The San Diego Chargers returned to work Monday after their bye week, saying they’re still confident de-
spite a three-game losing streak that’s put them in a perilous spot in the playoff picture.

The Chargers (5-4) host the winless Oakland Raiders on Sunday. Despite the Raiders’ (0-9) being on a 15-game los-
ing streak, they almost beat the Chargers in Oakland on Oct. 12. That was San Diego’s last victory, before it lost at home to Kansas City, at Denver and then was routed 37-0 at Miami.

“I think normally if it was a non-divisional game you might view it a little different,” outside linebacker Jarrett Johnson said, about facing Oakland. “But this is the Raiders. We know how talented they are, we know how hard they play and if you take them for granted, if you look at them just for the record, you’re a fool.”

The Chargers stumbled around in the first game against the Raiders, allowing rookie Derek Carr to throw four touch-
down passes, before coming up big with big plays in the fourth quarter to win 31-28.

Joe Bander Oliver scored on a 1-yard run to put the Chargers ahead by three with 1:56 left and rookie corner back Jason Verrett made a leaping interception with 1:13 left to clinch the win.

Since then the Chargers have had trouble running the ball, protecting Philip Rivers and maintaining a pass rush.

Against Miami, they had trouble doing pretty much everything.

The losing streak is “in the past but it’s also kind of right there on your mind,” wide re-
ceiver Eddie Royal said. “As a competitor you just hate losing and you want that feeling and you never want to have it again. So that kind of motivates you to come out and work that much harder, study a little bit more film, just so you don’t have that feeling again.”

The Chargers back at work to end losing streak
Irish split up to gain experience

By ZACH KLONSKINS
Sports Writer

Notre Dame wrapped up its first weekend on the road as the team split up to participate in its final two tournaments.

The Irish sent the doubles pair of junior Quinn Gleason and sophomore Monica Robinson to Florida to compete in the USTA/ITA National Indoor Intercollegiate Championships while the rest of the team headed north to the Western Michigan University Super Challenge.

The trip to the National Indoor Championship was the second national tournament of the fall for Gleason and Robinson, as they participated in the All-American Invitational in Pacific Palisades, California, at the end of September. The pair was eliminated from the round of 32 this weekend by Barry University’s team of senior Linda Fritschken and junior Hermione Oguri, 6-4, 7-5. Although they did not make it as far as they had hoped, Robinson said it was still a good weekend.

“I thought it was a great experience,” Robinson said. “I thought this whole fall season, just traveling to Nationals and Regionals, it was just really good experience for us. Just being there in the mix with these top players from all over and getting the opportunity to play and get different players and player types, it was good.

The two had never played together before Irish coach Jay Louderback paired them up at the start of the fall season, but they have developed a good feel for each other’s games on the court, Robinson said.

“It’s nice working with [Quinn] because we are both really competitive and we both want to do really well,” Robinson, the younger of the pair, said. “We both push our selves, but we’re both very motivated.”

Gleason and Robinson bounced back from the loss to the Quinns during consolation play in straight sets, defeating teams from Kentucky and Virginia.

Meanwhile, the Irish finished third in the consolation play.

The Irish doubles teams found success on the court, as the team of sophomore Jane Fennelly and senior Katherine White went 3-1 overall in the tournament, beating two teams from Marquette and another from Indiana. Sophomore Mary Closs guided freshman partner Brooke Betcher through the freshman’s first collegiate match, compiling a 3-1 record as well. The duo of junior Julie Vrabel and Alixe Fettman, the team’s other freshman, Allison Miller, also went 3-1 on the weekend.

“It was really fun playing with [Brodia],” Closs said. “She’s a lefty so also we had two lefties out there which gave us an advantage with serving. She’s really strong on the court, so doubles was fun working strategy on the court. “Both [Miller] and [Brodia] are really hard working, dedicated. They’ve put a lot of hours in and I think that rubs off on everyone. I think everyone has a positive outlook for this fall that’ll pay off in the spring.”

“We’ve got two freshmen who we’d love to get to be on the court,” Robinson said.

On the singles side, Closs, Vrabel, Miller and Fennelly all posted 2-0 records, while juniors Darby Mounford and Alaina Roberts both finished 1-2.

When asked in separate interviews what they thought the team’s strengths were after the 2014 fall season, both Closs and Robinson responded with similar answers.

“I think our strengths are [are] our hard work and [that] we mesh really well as a team,” Closs said.

“I’d say our hard work and persistence [are our strengths],” Robinson said. “Also our bond. We’re all close and we trust each other, and we’re friends off the court, and that just makes all the difference.”

As the schedule moves into the brief off-season period before dual-matches pick up in January, Robinson said she and her teammates are eager for the possibilities the upcoming season holds.

“Really excited,” Robinson said. “I think we have a lot of potential, and I think that we work together and really build each other up, I feel like we could do really well. I mean, the sky’s the limit. We really did really well last year, making it to the Sweet 16, and I feel like this year, why not win it.

The Irish rest and continue to work in practice as they ready for their spring season opener Jan. 17. The Irish will open the season against Western Michigan at the Eck Tennis Pavilion.

Contact Zach Klonsinkski at zkll6@nd.edu

Our story continues

By BART HOBROAT
Sports Writer

Notre Dame finished the fall portion of the 2013-14 season with a four-team scrimmage event at Griggs Reservoir in Columbus, Ohio.

The all-day scrimmage, which featured the Irish, Michigan State, Indiana and host Ohio State, consisted of five race pieces, each timed at five minutes.

Irish coach Martin Stone said he was content with the way the team “fought hard” during the scrimmage and especially how his team showed improvements throughout the day.

“I thought by the end of the afternoon, we were better than we were in the beginning, and that’s certainly a positive.” Stone said.

However, the Irish coach noticed areas the team must improve upon during the winter training months, if they are to unseat two-time defending NCAA champion Ohio State in the spring.

“Right now we have a good idea on where are in relation to those other three teams, especially Ohio State, and showed those areas that need more work,” he said. “I think it was pretty clear during the scrimmage that Ohio State was the fastest team.”

The scrimmage was the final event of the fall, and the Irish will not compete until their spring schedule commences in March at the Oak Ridge Invitational in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Although there is a large gap between the fall and spring seasons, Stone said he embraces consistency to his team, since the fall is an opportunity to prepare for spring competition.

“From the beginning of the fall all the way to the spring, our goals don’t change,” Stone said. “It’s always a matter of trying to do as well as we possibly can, and I think we all have a good idea of what we need to do to get there.”

The Irish coach added restrictions to the team’s ability to practice outdoors during the winter, but Stone said the team intends to practice outdoors as long as possible.

“Sometimes, you never know where you have the chance to get out there in January or February if the weather warms up enough, but we intend to be out there whenever it’s possible,” Stone said.

Stone said he views this weather restriction not as a setback, but as an opportunity to improve upon fitness and strength through indoor training.

“I think that each school has its challenges in different ways — ours just happens to be the weather,” Stone said. “It’s what is, and I’m not concerned about it. We’ll just train really hard and make sure we take full advantage of those times where we are able to get outside.”

Despite not competing for another four months, Stone said winter training is a time when he will encourage individuals to challenge themselves which ultimately will translate into overall team improvement come spring.

Stone said he is particularly interested in each person getting as fit and as strong as possible before we get back onto the court the first time in the spring.” Stone said.

The Irish will open their spring schedule at the Oak Ridge Invitational on March 14 in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Contact Benjamin Horvath at bhhorvat1@nd.edu

Irish pick up second in double-dual

Observe Staff Report

Notre Dame finished ahead of Pittsburgh but fell to Virginia Tech in a double-dual ACC meet at the Rolfs Aquatic Center this weekend.

The Irish beat Pittsburgh, 286-84, but fell to defending ACC champions Virginia Tech, 261-109, in their last home meet of the fall season.

The Irish posted three first-place victories and five runner-up finishes to close Friday’s 10 events, while several top-three finishes across multiple events.

Notre Dame opened the weekend with a first-place victory in the 200 free relay. Freshmen Justin Plaschka and Joseph Krause and seniors Zachary Stephens and Matthew Whitacre represented the A-team lineup that secured a first-place finish of 1:30.68, while the B-team squad of Krause, junior Bogat Aylah and seniors Tom Anderson and David Whitcher took second place with a time of 1:31.46.

Notre Dame opened Saturday with more success in the relay events. The A-team lineup of Aylah, Stephens, Williamson and Bhorvat finished second (1:59.19) in the 400 medley, and the B-team squad of Whiticare, Miller, Olson and Bradley came in third (2:33.53).

Senior Nick Nemetz represented the Irish divers on the podium and won the 1-meter diving competition with a score of 222.15.

The Irish dominated Saturday’s freestyle competition. Plaschka took first place in the 50 free (20.67), while Krause and junior Michael Hudspith placed seventh and tenth, respectively. Sophomore Trent Jackson came in third (1:41.70) in the 200 breast.

The Irish dominated Saturday’s freestyle competition. Plaschka took first place in the 50 free (20.67), while Krause and junior Michael Hudspith placed seventh and tenth, respectively. Sophomore Trent Jackson came in third (1:41.70) in the 200 breast.

The Irish dominated Saturday’s freestyle competition. Plaschka took first place in the 50 free (20.67), while Krause and junior Michael Hudspith placed seventh and tenth, respectively. Sophomore Trent Jackson came in third (1:41.70) in the 200 breast.
No. 1 Morrissey battled through a defensive matchup to claim a 7-0 victory over No. 8 Knott in the first round of the Interhall playoffs.

Morrissey (4-0) had the ball to start the game, and senior quarterback Ryan Lundquist drove the Manor down the field, scoring the game’s only touchdown on a scramble into the end zone from five yards out.

For the remainder of the game, both defenses dominated, and neither team could produce on their offensive fronts. The score remained 7-0 at halftime.

Knott (2-2) opened the second half with possession but was forced to punt. Morrissey started to move the ball with some momentum, but Knott junior safety Griffin Carroll halted the drive with an interception.

A sack of Juggernot junior quarterback and captain David Taielet by the Manor defense led to a turnover on downs and prevented Knott from capitalizing on Carroll’s interception. Despite the Manor’s attempt to run out the clock, Knott took over from its own five-yard line with a little more than three minutes left in the game.

Taielet and the Knott offense were able to move the ball until a deep ball to sophomore Juggernot wide receiver Pete Ciuffo intercepted a pass and returned it all the way to the Knott 10-yard line, crushing Knott’s hopes for a late-game comeback.

Morrissey captain Erik Rayno praised the Juggernots and his team’s performance.

“Knott played tough, just like we knew they would,” Rayno said. “They have talented players, and they can both move the ball on offense and shut you down on defense. The defense did an outstanding job of pressuring Knot’s quarterback and keeping their offense in check. We had a couple of things to work on in offense, but I’m confident that with our starters back in against Stanford, we’re going to be all right.”

Taielet said he was proud of Knot’s performance, especially defensively.

“Our defense was outstanding today; except for one big play, we were able to shut them down defensively, which is saying something since they are a much bigger team than us,” Taielet said.

“I think if you ask any of the teams that played or watched us play, they would say we were one of the best teams in Interhall. We had a ton of talent, but we were small.”

Morrissey will play the Griffins next week for a spot in the championship game, and Rayno said he believes his team is ready for the challenge.

“Stanford is a very big and very physical football team, so I think a lot of this week needs to be dedicated to creating a mental toughness just as much as a physical one,” Rayno said. “We know what we have to do, and our work is cut out for us, but we’re confident in our abilities as a football team.”

The Manor take on Stanford on Saturday at 1 p.m. at LaBar Fields.

Contact Tyler Wojciak at twojciak@hcc-nd.edu

Stanford 17, Fisher 0

By MAREK MAZUREK
Sports Writer

The No. 5 Griffins defeated No. 4 Fisher 17-0 in a first-round upset in the Interhall postseason Sunday afternoon.

With the win, Stanford will advance in the playoffs to face top-seeded Morrissey after the Manor shut out Knot 7-0 Sunday.

Stanford captain and junior Daniel Babiai said the team’s preparation paid a dividend.

“What helped us win today was our hard work this week,” Babiai said. “We got a lot of attention, which is so hard to do in this league. (The team) got out here really early and had a great warm up so everyone was fresh. The guys took it easy last night, and when we came out here everyone was all-in.”

Stanford’s preparation paid off as the Griffins forced a turnover on downs in the opening drive of the game, recovered by senior linebacker Peter Jochens. The Griffins capitalized on the fumble and scored a touchdown on the ensuing possession with a 33-yard pass from freshman quarterback Andrew Foster to sophomore wide receiver Brent Jordan in the end zone.

Foster’s running and passing production helped the Stanford offense dominate, as he ended the game with 93 yards passing, 31 yards rushing and a touchdown.

Babiai said Foster’s performance was the result of hard work in practice.

“The passing game in general has been coming along the entire season,” Babiai said. “Today was just showing the results of all the hard work we’ve been putting in the last two months.”

On the next possession, the Griffins forced the Green Wave to punt. Stanford regained possession and scored another touchdown on a 5-yard run by junior running back Michael Grasso. Foster set up the touchdown with a 35-yard fly-flicker pass to junior receiver Daniel Muldoon. Babiai said the trick play worked well.

“We drew that up this week,” Babiai said. “We weren’t sure if we were going to use it. We had a good scenario; we had the ball in good field position, so we figured why not use it.”

Stanford opened the second half with a long drive that led to a field goal by freshman kicker Samuel Kohler. The drive took up most of the third quarter and left Fisher with little time to mount a comeback.

In attempt to narrow the gap, the Fisher offense began to focus more on passing. Fisher quarterback and sophomore Michael Cooney threw for 58 yards in the game but was unable to accomplish a driving score. However, time was against the Green Wave, and Fisher ultimately fell 17-0.

Fisher captain and senior Matt Nagy said there was just a little bit of frustration at the end of the game, but his team played well throughout the season.

“We kept playing hard,” Nagy said. “(We) couldn’t keep it moving too much on offense and the penalties really hurt us as well. Our first game we lost pretty badly (Fisher lost to Cardinal 21-0), and we were a little worried after that, but we kept working hard and we came back and won our next three games, so we were pretty happy about that.”

Babiai said his team will need to continue practicing well to continue on to the championship game at Notre Dame Stadium.

“We just have to keep getting out there every day we have a practice,” Babiai said. “Morrissey and Knot are both pretty good teams, so we’re going to have to prepare to play the best team in the league, in my opinion.”

Stanford will play Morrissey on Sunday in the semifinals at 1 p.m. at LaBar Fields.

Contact Marek Mazurek at mmazurek@nd.edu

INTERHALL PLAYOFF BRACKET

MEN’S

Sunday, Nov. 23

No. 1 Morrissey 7

No. 8 Knot 0

No. 4 Fisher 0

No. 5 Stanford 17

No. 3 Carr 0

No. 6 Sigfried 14

No. 2 Keenan 8

No. 7 Sorin 0

Contact Tyler Wojciak at twojciak@hcc-nd.edu
 conversion and trailed 8-6 heading into the second quarter.

In the second quarter, Mulhall took advantage of a Pyros interception by throwing a short touchdown pass, giving the Pyros a 14-6 lead into the half. After a Pyros drive-and-out to start the second half, Walsh was deep into the Pyros' territory when the Pasquerilla East forced a momentum-swinging interception in their end zone. Walsh was unable to recover, and the Pyros scored two touchdowns in the fourth quarter to put the game away, 28-12.

Moore said he was satisfied with his team's performance. "I'm really proud of the way we played today," Moore said. "It wasn't our best game, and we still have some room for improvement, so I'm excited to see what the next two games hold for us. Hopefully we can get into the stadium [to play for the championship] and play well out there."

Contact Kyan Klaus at rklaus1@nd.edu

Pangborn 27, Cavanaugh 0

DANIEL O'BOYLE
Sports Writer

No. 3 Pangborn shut out No. 6 Cavanaugh in a 27-0 victory in the first round of interhall playoff games.

Pangborn senior quarterback Caitlin Gargan had four total touchdowns on the day, while the Phoxes defense held the Chaos scoreless to advance to the semifinals.

Gargan engineered a scoring drive on the game's first possession, moving the Phoxes offense upfield before catching a 5-yard touchdown pass. Pangborn senior cornerback and captain Anna McNamara said she was particularly impressed by her team's opening drive. "Our offense got us off to a really quick start," McNamara said. "It really took the pressure off the defense."

The Pangborn defense built on the advantage, intercepting Cavanaugh senior quarterback Sam Flores's pass on third-and-long. Gargan rewarded her defense's efforts within three plays as she escaped pressure and threw for a 19-yard touchdown pass. Cavanaugh came close to scoring on its second drive, turning a deflected pass into a gain and converting a fourth down in the following play. However, after marching downfield and completing a pass to the 3-yard line, Flores threw a second pick on third-and-goal.

The Chaos soon earned another first-and-goal late in the half, but again Pangborn's secondary prevented Cavanaugh from reaching the endzone.

Despite shutting out the Chaos, McNamara said the Pangborn defensive performance wasn't perfect, as the two flags against the Phoxes extended Cavanaugh drives on third down.

"On defense, we need to work on playing a clean game and not getting penalties," she said. Cavanaugh started the second half with another long but scoreless drive, and the Pangborn offense used this momentum to pull away. A deep ball from Gargan found junior receiver Katie Schultz in space on 3rd-and-21 for a 61-yard touchdown pass. Gargan soon added a 22-yard run to seal the win.

Harrington said she was still able to find positives from the way her team played the game. "I don't think we gave up, which was really important," Harrington said. "We played our best game. We had some good plays and left it all out on the field."

"We got caught in a lot of tricky situations and couldn't convert some first-and-goals. We just couldn't catch the ball when it was really important."

Pangborn will play Pasquerilla East in the semifinals Sunday at Lahr Practice Facility at 4 p.m. The Pyros handed the Phoxes their only loss of this regular season.

Contact Daniel O'Boyle at doboyle1@nd.edu
Football
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good position, and that’s on me as a coach.”

However, Kelly said he was still confident in the abilities of his signal-caller to lead Notre Dame drives, especially since Golson brought the Irish back within three points of the Sun Devils in the fourth quarter.

“Well, I mean, after the first 30 plays, I mean we had — I think the first 35 plays we had most of all of our mistakes were made, and they were all correctable mistakes,” Kelly said. “Then our next 47 plays, other than the last play of the game, the last sack there where we were trying to make a play, he’s doing really good things.

“So we know what he’s capable of doing. … It’s striving for consistency, because we get really great batches of work. It’s really gaining that consistency for four quarters. So my eyes tell me the body of work just needs to be more consistent.”

Kelly said more of that consistency needs to come from the field-goal tandem of junior long snappers Scott Daly and Hunter Smith. The unit botched a hold on a fourth-quarter attempt during Notre Dame’s comeback bid.

“Yeah, I would probably use John McKay’s line—I’m in favor of execution, executing both of them,” Kelly said. “Better execution for those two. Those are the only two guys. These guys like live with each other all summer. It’s just absolutely crazy that we can’t get a snap and catch in that situation.

“…It was a crucial time in the game to have that kind of a mistake. So go back to the routine and continue to work on it, and hope that we don’t have that mistake again.”

Graduate student cornerback Cody Riggs sat out Saturday’s game with a stress reaction in his foot, and Kelly said his staff will keep an eye on the injury.

“It’s something we’re going to have to monitor the rest of the year,” Kelly said. “I think we’ll probably have to cut back a little bit in his practice and really kind of make sure that we can get him through the rest of the season.”

Contact Mary Green at mgreen@nd.edu

Jackson
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that last year. So he’s got a great feel for our stuff.”

Jackson was quick to credit his teammates and coaches with his development in the last year.

“I just feel like a year of maturity as well as getting closer to my teammates and coaches has really helped me out,” Jackson said. “I feel so close to my teammates, and the coaches also, that I can say anything and so I just want to communi-

cate, be a good leader, help the team.”

While Jackson has come out and put up high point totals to start the season, Brey said he has been even more impressed with his defensive play.

“I’ll tell you what: to do what Demetrius can do offensively after pressuring the ball like he pressures it, that’s a work-out,” Brey said. “When you pressure the ball like that, that’s an unbelievably unself-
ish act because it wears you out. So I’m trying to figure out how to sub for him to get him a rest because he’s got a heck of a workout the way he pressures the ball. He helps the rest of our defense that teams are at least having to start their offense out a little further.”

His unselfishness continues off the court. In addition to giving credit to his teammates and coaches for his development, Jackson is the first to point out what he thinks he can do better. When asked what he thought of his play against Minnesota Duluth on Nov. 1, in which he put up 20 points, Jackson did not mince words.

“I guess the first thing I noticed was my turnovers,” Jackson said. “I know how much we take pride in taking care of the ball, so that’s definitely something I want to work on, just being better with the ball, having more assists.”

“He had three turnovers in the first half against Duluth,” Brey said. “Now, overall, his stats in 20 practices are very solid. But we’ve just got to be smart with that thing because he’s going to have his hands a lot.”

Yet Brey knows his young guard is still learning and will make mistakes occasion-

ally. He said he does not Jackson looking over at his coach on the bench when he plays though.

“He got creative [against Duluth],” Brey said. “He’s driv-
ing, he’s playing, he’s attacking, he’s going for it… I don’t want you looking at the bench. I’m going to let you play through mistakes.”

As many have noticed, Jackson is much more vocal on the court already than he was last year. He has even started to develop a trademark for what he wants his team to focus on.

“One thing I want to work on personally [is] making sure we come out strong and finish strong, both halves,” Jackson said.

“His whole thing was we’ve got to get off to a good start,” Brey said. “He’s got a strong voice and he wants his team to be good.

“Ball’s in his hands [now]. Italy was great for him because he got to quarterback us for four games. … He’s a confident guy and he’s become a voice for us but he’s firmly at the controls of this thing.”

Don’t try to tell that to Jackson though. He just wants to help his team win.

“Throughout the whole year I just want to remain aggressive and play my role,” Jackson said. “I think that’s something that I can help our team do with my voice and communication.”

Contact Zach Klonsinski at zkclonsin@nd.edu
Horoscope

Happy Birthday: Expressing the way you feel will be the turning point in all your endeavors. Avoid dull and routine situations if you want to feel alive. Today will

not be denied the opportunity to receive what you desire and purse,

respect for your honesty. This is the year to make the necessary adjustments to

life your way. Don’t back down. Your numbers are 2, 14, 22, 24, 31, 35, 46.

April (March 21-April 19) Home improvement will help your productivity and

and cut costs. Don’t let your current professional position get you down.

Making a move or just rearranging your place to suit

your pleasure will be your ticket to a solid future. Setting limitations that will ensure you head down a practical path. A long-term goal that will help you advance in your chosen field. Being a participant will lead to opportunities and greater expertise. Sign up for courses that will help hone your skills.

May (May 21-June 20) The larger activities going on at your home or workplace will help you see the pros and cons of a short-term situation. Look at your alternatives and consider past experiences and financial costs in order to make a practical domestic decision.

Cancer (June 21-July 22) Strive for perfection and stay within your budget. Set limitations that will ensure you head down a practical path. A long-term goal that will help you advance in your chosen field. Being a participant will lead to opportunities and greater expertise. Sign up for courses that will help hone your skills.

June (June 22-July 22) Emotions may flare up if you haven’t discussed your plans with someone affected by what you do. Your practical outlook will win out in the end if you are honest. A partnership with a friend, lover or relative will lead to a prosperous future.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Emotions may flare up if you haven’t discussed your plans with someone affected by what you do. Your practical outlook will win out in the end if you are honest. A partnership with a friend, lover or relative will lead to a prosperous future.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Sign up for a short trip or a course that will explore concepts or information that can help you advance. Don’t let anyone at home dictate what you can and cannot do. It’s your affair and must not be allowed to disrupt your plans.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Evaluate your financial, emotional and domestic situations and you will come up with a solution that is inventive, cost-effective and stabilizing. Make a commitment to follow through with your plans, and don’t look back.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Help others, but make sure you get what you deserve. Focus on your personal life and your career can continue to progress. It will bring continuous benefits in everyone concerned. Honesty will be a major component of your plans. It will be the major component of your plans.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Don’t mix business with pleasure. Focus on your personal life and your career can continue to progress. It will bring continuous benefits in everyone concerned. Honesty will be a major component of your plans. It will be the major component of your plans.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Put discipline into play and you will be able to make a breakthrough that will keep the status quo from prevailing. Not everyone will be happy with your plans, so be discreet and diplomatic according to every move you make.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Open the door to friends, relatives and peers. Sharing plans and information will also help you advance. Plans that can lead to a prosperous venture should be discussed. Home improvements can be made.

Birthday Baby: You are intense, passionate and expressive. You are original, creative and interesting.
FOOTBALL

‘Debacle in the desert’

Kelly talks turnovers, botched field goal, Riggs’ absence after Arizona State loss

By MARY GREEN
Sports Editor

Notre Dame will use this week to focus on improving for its final three regular-season games instead of looking at postseason possibilities, Irish head coach Brian Kelly said in his Sunday teleconference.

“Well, after the debacle in the desert here on offense, we have a lot to focus on just on Tuesday,” Kelly said. “So we’re going to focus on cleaning up what we need to clean up internally, offensively, defensively. So there won’t be any big-picture conversations. We’ve got a lot of work to do to be better as a football team. That’s going to be the focus this week.”

Kelly also said he will be looking for more consistency across the board from his players as the team heads into the final stretch of its schedule.

In Saturday’s 55-31 loss to Arizona State, Notre Dame quickly fell behind and was not able to catch up, thanks in large part to the Sun Devils’ 28 points off five Irish turnovers.

Senior quarterback Everett Golson threw four interceptions and lost one of his two fumbles on the night.

“I mean, look, there is clearly a number of things that we’ve got to clean up in a game where the turnovers decided the game, there are things that we can do better as coaches,” Kelly said. “We’ve got to be able to — I think the biggest thing for me is, we’ve got to take care of the careless mistakes. There are going to be some mistakes made within the structure of our offense, but they can’t be careless. Then we’ve got to do a great job of putting him in a

see FOOTBALL PAGE 14

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Jackson shows promise for Irish in offseason

By ZACH KLONSINSKI
Sports Writer

Sophomore guard Demetrius Jackson has proved himself to be one of Notre Dame’s early-season surprises. Much of the early-season focus has surrounded Notre Dame’s returning seniors, guard Jerian Grant and guard/forward Pat Connaughton. However, the development of sophomore guard Demetrius Jackson looked promising this weekend. The Mishawaka product averaged 19.5 across Notre Dame’s two exhibition contests, surpassing his 17 points as a freshman.

Jackson this summer when he couldn’t wait to get the ball in his hands,” Brey said. “He has a great feel for our system and our sets. I didn’t know he had that good a feel because I never had him at the throttle last year. But we start practicing for Italy, he goes, ’Coach, what about we look at five and post Pat?’ [Graduated guard] Eric Atkins did all

see JACKSON PAGE 14

Siegfried knocks off Carroll

By BRETT O’CONNELL
Sports Writer

No. 6-seed Siegfried held the offense of No. 3-seed Carroll out of the end zone en route to a 14-0 upset win Sunday.

The victory over the Vermin advanced the Ramblers (3-2) to the next round of the interhall playoffs. The Ramblers scored what would prove to be the winning touchdown on their first play from scrimmage, as freshman wide receiver Sean McMinimee

see M INTERHALL PAGE 12

PE and Pangborn advance

By RYAN KLAUS
Sports Writer

On a chilly Sunday afternoon, Pasquerilla East proved to be too formidable an opponent for Walsh as the Pyros rolled to a 30-12 victory.

Pyros coach Kendall Moore knew this would not be an easy game for his team; however, he said he knew if his team played well, they would have a good chance of winning.

“We knew we were going to get tested today, but we wanted to come out and start fast and execute,” Moore said. “We knew that if we played our best, we were going to be tough to beat. So, we wanted to come out here and compete at the highest level.”

Pyros quarterback Macy Mulhall’s two touchdown passes and an impressive all-around defensive effort carried Pasquerilla East to victory. In the first quarter, both teams traded touchdowns, with Walsh scoring a long touchdown off a halfback pass. However, Walsh could not complete its

see W INTERHALL PAGE 13